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ABSTRACT Technical advancement has propelled the proliferation of unmanned vehicles. Out of the
multiple paths between origin (O) and destination (D), the optimal O-D path should be selected in the light of
travel distance, travel time, fuel cost and pollutant emissions. This paper proposes a dynamic path planning
strategy based on fuzzy logic (FL) and improved ant colony optimization (ACO). Firstly, the classic ACOwas
improved into the rank-based ant system. The rank-based ant system works well in static environments, but
cannot adapt well to dynamic environments. Considering the difficulty in accurate digitization of dynamic
factors, the improved ACOwas integrated with the FL into the fuzzy logic ant colony optimization (FLACO)
to find the optimal path for unmanned vehicles. Finally, the FLACO, the classic ACO and the improved ACO
were separately applied to find the optimal path in a road network, with a novel concept called virtual path
length. The results show that the FLACO output the shortest virtual path among the three algorithms, i.e.
identified the most cost-effective path. This mean the FLACO can find the most efficient and safe path for
unmanned vehicles in a dynamic manner.

INDEX TERMS Path planning, unmanned vehicles, fuzzy logic (FL), ant colony optimization (ACO).

I. INTRODUCTION
Technical advancement has propelled the proliferation of
unmanned vehicles [1]. These vehicles can travel safety
from origin (O) to destination (D), with the aid of onboard
high-precision sensors and intelligent control algorithms. Out
of the multiple O-D paths, the optimal path should be selected
in the light of travel distance, travel time, fuel cost and
pollutant emissions. However, it is difficult to find the optimal
O-D path, without considering the dynamic changes of traffic
parameters (e.g. vehicle speed and traffic flow).

The search for the best collision-free O-D path is called
path planning. In recent decades, path planning has been a
research hotspot in the field of unmanned vehicles [2]. Many
strategies have been developed for path planning, including
the dynamic window approach, potential field method [3],
fuzzy logic [4], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5], sim-
ulated annealing (SA) algorithm [6], genetic algorithm (GA)
and neural network (NN) [7].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Dalin Zhang.

Extended from the capacitated vehicle routing prob-
lem (CVRP), the vehicle routing problem with time win-
dow (VRPTW) aims to find the optimal paths for 100 or
more vehicles, which is obviously difficult to achieve.
Ombuki et al. [8] described the VRPTW as a multi-objective
problem, and solved the problem with non-dominated sort-
ing genetic algorithm (NSGA). But the NSGA is no match
for tabu search (TS) in dealing with the VRPTW. To solve
the defect, Prins [9] proposed a simple yet effective hybrid
GA, and created a new heuristic rule for vehicle rout-
ing based on expert knowledge and human experience.
Chemouil et al. [10] developed a fuzzy routing system
for the long-distance telephone network of France. For the
safety of unmanned vehicles, Yin and Fu [11] designed
a hybrid path planning algorithm based on SA algorithm
and the PSO. Nevertheless, the above methods are poor in
robustness and adaptability, and prone to the local minimum
trap.

In the early 1990s, Dorigo et al. [12] proposed the ant
colony optimization (ACO), a meta-heuristic evolutionary
algorithm inspired by the foraging behavior of ants [13]–[18].
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The ACO is the most successful swarm intelligence (SI)
method for combinatorial optimization problems. With
advantages like parallel and distributed processing, the ACO
can effectively solve problems like secondary distribution,
network routing and vehicle routing.

Drawing on the heuristic features of the ACO,
Purian and Sadeghian [19] presented a novel navigation
method for mobile robots in a dynamic environment. In the
existing SI-based routing protocols, the optimal path is
searched for based on only one or two indices (e.g. hop
count or delay), without considering the correlation between
multiple indices. This search strategy cannot work in appli-
cations with multiple paths or multiple indices to be opti-
mized. Therefore, Goswami et al. [20] put forward a new
routing protocol based on fuzzy ant colony optimization
(FACO), in which the optimal path is identified through
multi-objective optimization by fuzzy logic (FL) and the SI.
The advantages of the ACO as an SI algorithm were fully
utilized in the proposed protocol.

Thanks to its strong computing power and robustness,
the ACO has been increasingly applied in the field of
unmanned vehicles. For today’s users, the shortest length is
not the sole attribute of the optimal O-D path. The other
attributes include the minimum number of intersections,
a small traffic flow, a beautiful scenery, and safety. There is
not yet a feasible path planning system that can rapidly and
easily plan such a path in a dynamic manner.

In light of the above, this paper proposes the fuzzy logic
ant colony optimization (FLACO), which can find the optimal
paths for unmanned vehicles dynamically based on multiple
indices. As its name suggests, the FLACO combines the
merits of the FL and the improved ACO to find the O-D
path with multiple optimal variables. The optimal path refers
to the path whose variables all live up to user expectation,
including distance, traffic flow and incident risk. The variable
set can be expanded by adding terms like width (number
of lanes), quality (e.g. medical and entertainment facilities)
and traffic lights. The main contributions of this research are
summarized as follows:
1. An improved ant colony algorithm is proposed to tackle

the fact that traditional ant colony algorithm is easy to
fall into local optimization.

2. Most of previous literatures only considered static fac-
tors (such as road distance), but this paper considered the
dynamic factors (traffic flow (F), incident risk (R) and
speed limit (S)) together to plan the optimal path.

3. The proposed method can provide the most cost-
effective path.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the ACO and the FL; Section 3 describes
the route guidance system of unmanned vehicles; Section 4
develops the FLACO for path planning of unmanned vehi-
cles; Section 5 verifies the FLACO through simulation;
Section 6 puts forward the conclusions and looks forward to
future research.

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
The ACO is an intelligent evolutionary heuristic search algo-
rithm for optimization problems. The algorithm mimics the
ant behavior in the search for the shortcuts from the nest to
food sources [12]–[18]. To find and record food sources in a
random search space, each ant releases a certain amount of
pheromone on its path; once a food source is found, the ant,
capable of sensing the pheromone intensity, will move to
a place with a higher pheromone concentration. As the ant
moves towards the place, the pheromone concentration will
increase on its path. As a result, more ants will be attracted
to the path, further increasing the pheromone concentration.
This is how the ants choose the optimal O-D path.

Let i be the current node of ant k. At time t, ant k will move
from node i to an unvisited node j, according to the distance
between nodes i and j and the pheromone concentration on
edge ij. If there are multiple unvisited nodes, the probability
for ant k to choose node j can be expressed as:

pkij(t) =


[τij(t)]α · [ηij(t)]β∑

s∈allowedk
[τis(t)]α · [ηis(t)]β

j ∈ allowedk

0 otherwise

(1)

where, α is the weight (importance) of pheromone concen-
tration in path selection; β is the weight (importance) of
heuristic information (visibility) in path selection; allowedk
is the set of candidate nodes for ant k to choose from; τij is
the pheromone concentration of edge ij; ηij is the visibility of
edge ij:

ηij =
1
dij

(2)

where, dij is the distance between two adjacent nodes i and j,
i.e. the length of edge ij:

dij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 (3)

Once all the ants have completed their searches,
the pheromone concentration on each edge will be updated
according to the volatilization of existing pheromone and the
pheromone released by each ant:

τij(t + 1) = (1− ρ)τij(t)+
m∑
k=1

1τ kij (4)

where, ρ is the evaporation rate of pheromone; m is the
number of ants;1τ kij is the amount of pheromone left by ant k
in the current iterations:

1τ kij =


Q
Lk

edge(i, j)is selected by ant k

0 otherwise
(5)

where, Lk is the length of the path selected by ant k; Q is a
constant.
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B. FUZZY LOGIC
In 1965, Lotfi A. Zadeh proposed the concept of fuzzy set,
a derivation of common set. The fuzzy set is defined by the
membership function, rather than the characteristic function,
whose value is either zero or one [21]. The membership refers
to the probability of each object to be an element of a set.
The membership value falls in the interval of [0, 1]. If the
membership is zero, the object does not belong to the set; if
the membership is one, the object must belong to the set.

In the late 1970s, Assilian andMamdani suggested control-
ling complex processes with the FL especially in the absence
of strict models [10], [22]. The FL control can be described
as a control method using conditional sentences (if-then
rules) instead of equations. The derivation of a rule is called
inference, which needs to be characterized by a membership
function. Through interference, it is possible to evaluate the
truthfulness of each proposition. Figure 1 explains the proce-
dure of a simple FL control system.

As shown in Figure 1, the FL control can be realized in
three steps: fuzzification, rule evaluation and defuzzification.

FIGURE 1. The procedure of a simple FL control system.

1) FUZZIFICATION
Each FL control system can be implemented in the form of
fuzzy rules, such as:

Rule I: If M is p1 & N is q1, then R is g1;
Rule II: If M is p2 & N is q2, then R is g2.
where,M andN are conditional variables;R is the response

variable; pi, qi and gi are fuzzy parameters characterized by
membership functions.

Since the conditional variables are often measured as 1,
Mamdani provided the fuzzy inference process for the two
rules and any membership function: Taking D1 and D2 as
intervals, the memberships of the conditional variables were
determined as µp1(m) and µq1(n) for Rule I, and µp2(m) and
µq2(n) for rule II. Then, the measured values were matched
with the corresponding fuzzy variables.

2) RULE EVALUATION
From the rule base, the control rules satisfying M = m and
N = n can be connected into the following rules:

Rule I : µ1 = µp1 (m) ∧ µq1 (n);

Rule II : µ2 = µp2(m) ∧ µq2 (n)

where, ^ is an operation of Mamdani-type rule evaluation,
namely, the min function; µ1 and µ2 are the truth degrees
of Rules I and II, respectively.

The Mamdani-type rule evaluation is illustrated in
Figure 2, where µg1(R) and µg2(R) are the memberships ofm
and n to fuzzy subsets g1(R) and g2(R), respectively.

FIGURE 2. Mamdani-type evaluation of Rules I and II.

Taking D3 as the interval of the output variable, the out-
put g(R) of FL control system can be expressed as the set of
all fuzzy subsets gi(R). The membership µgi(R) of the output
is the sum of all memberships:

µg(R) = µc1 (R)
∗µc2 (R), (6)

where, ∗ is the max function for Mamdani-type rule
evaluation.

3) DEFUZZIFICATION
The fuzzy result, i.e. the inference result, can be converted
into a real value to serve as the input of the FL control system.
Since the desired output is a non-fuzzy result, the quantitative
value of the output of the FL control system can be derived
from µgi(R). The area of gravity (COA) method is often
adopted for defuzzification:

ZCOA =

∫
z µA(Z )Zdz∫
z µA(Z )Zd

(7)

where, ∫Z is the algebraic integral of the memberships of
all elements in the output fuzzy subset on the continuous
domain Z . The areas on the two sides of ZCOA are equal.

III. ROUTE GUIDANCE SYSTEM OF UNMANNED VEHICLES
A. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Route guidance is essential to the positioning and navigation
of unmanned vehicles. The route guidance system aims to
plan a path with the least cost (e.g. travel time and travel dis-
tance) from the inputted positions of origins and destinations.
The constraints of path planning are provided in Figure 3.

Onboard positioning and navigation system are an indis-
pensable data source for route guidance. In intelligent trans-
portation, a powerful transportation network can be built
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FIGURE 3. Constraints of path planning.

upon the positioning and navigation information, providing
vehicles with the information of road and surroundings in real
time.

Therefore, the path planning module of our route guidance
system was established based on the onboard positioning and
navigation system. Path planning can be realized through
global search and local search. Global search aims to find the
optimal collision-free O-D path on the digital map, under sev-
eral constraints. Based on global search, local search adjusts
the optimal path to avoid collision in local environment,
according to the real-time data from onboard sensors. The
two search methods complement each other. In general, path
planning is implemented in four steps: abstracting the road
network, assigning weight to each road section, solving the
optimal path, and restoring the actual roads.

After path planning, the unmanned vehicle(s) will be
guided to the destination by audio or images, completing the
route guidance. The route guidance system can serve only
one vehicle or multiple vehicles in the same system. The
route guidance is affected by various factors. If these factors
are time-invariant, the route guidance is static; otherwise,
the route guidance is dynamic. Static guidance applies to
global search, while dynamic guidance suits local search.

To sum up, our route guidance system for unmanned vehi-
cles mainly plans the optimal path based on the onboard
positioning and navigation system and digital map, and then
guides the vehicle(s) to reach the destination rapidly and
safely.

B. TOPOLOGY OF ROAD NETWORK
The path of unmanned vehicle(s) was planned based on
the road network. Before path planning, the actual roads
were abstracted into a model. Drawing on the graph theory,
the intersections were defined as nodes, and the road sections
between two intersections were defined as edges. In this way,
the road network was modelled as a network of nodes and
edges in the geographic information system (GIS).

Next, the influencing factors of path planning were con-
sidered as resistances faced by vehicles on roads, and thus
described by the road resistance function. The function is
influenced by various factors, including but not limited to
edge length, travel time and transit fee. The road resistance
function could be static or dynamic. In static road resistance

function, the influencing factors (e.g. edge length and road
grade) do not change with time; in dynamic road resistance
function, the influencing factors (e.g. vehicle speed, travel
time and traffic flow) vary with the elapse of time.

Considering the application requirements and computing
load, the main influencing factors were selected, such as
travel distance, travel time, transit fee and road quality. After
the road network was abstracted, the relevant information was
stored into a computer in the form of adjacency matrix or
adjacency list. The two storage structures were selected to
control the data size and remove redundant data.

To identify the optimal path, the above information was
sorted out to plot the topology of the road network. As shown
in Figure 4, the topology map was plotted by mapping the
relationship between intersections to that between nodes,
the relationship between intersection and road section to that
between node and edge, and the relationship between road
sections to that between edges.

FIGURE 4. Preparation of the topology map.

IV. FLACO
A. VECHILE ROUTING PROBLEM (VRP)
The VRP is an important problem in logistics distribution,
for the optimal path can greatly reduce transport cost and
improve distribution efficiency. The VRP asks what is the
optimal set of routes from one or several origins to one or
more destinations? The optimality means the minimum of all
kinds of costs, namely, transport cost and time cost.

In real-world scenarios, the VRP is subjected to multiple
constraints: each vehicle only visits one destination; every
vehicle must leave from and return to the origin; the loading
capacity of every vehicle must be equal to or greater than
the demand of destination i; the travel time or travel distance
cannot surpass the corresponding limits; each destination
must be visited in a specified time window.

B. IMPROVED ACO
In the classic ACO, each ant moves from the nest to search for
the optimal path to food sources, according to the concentra-
tion of pheromone left by the other ants on each path. At the
beginning, all paths are of the probabilities to be selected
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by the ant, i.e. have the same amount of pheromone. Hence,
it is difficult to identify the optimal path solely based on the
pheromone left by the other ants. With the elapse of time,
the classic ACO is very likely to fall into the local optimum
trap. To solve the problem, this paper modifies the classic
ACO in two steps.

1) ELITIST ANT SYSTEM
The elitist ant system is an early improved version of the
ACO. Under this system, the ant that first finds the optimal
path is considered an elite ant. At the end of each iteration,
an additional amount of pheromone is released onto the
optimal path, making the latter more competitive in the next
iteration. The optimal path thus obtained is called the global
optimal path. In the elitist ant system, the pheromone on each
path can be updated by:

τij(t + 1) = ρτij(t)+1τij +1τ ∗ij (8)

where, 1τij =
∑m

k=11τ
k
ij :

1τ kij =


Q
Lk

If antkpasses edge ij in the current iteration

0 otherwise
(9)

1τ ∗ =

{
σ ·

Q
L∗

If edge ij is part of the optimal path

0 otherwise
(10)

where, 1τ ∗ is the additional amount of pheromone released
by elite ants on edge ij; σ is the number of elite ants; L∗ is the
length of the optimal path.

2) RANK-BASED ANT SYSTEM
There is a major defect with the elitist ant system: it is almost
impossible to converge to the optimal path, because of the
small difference between the candidate paths. To resolve the
defect, the ants were ranked by fitness. The higher the ranking
of an ant, the more likely it is for its path to be selected. Let w
be the number of elite ants, and σ is the number of elite ants.
Suppose the ranking of an ant is positively correlated with the
amount of pheromone released by the ant. In the rank-based
ant system, the pheromone on each path can be updated by:

τij(t + 1) = ρτij(t)+1τij +1τ ∗ij (11)

where, 1τij =
∑ σ−1

µ−11τ
µ
ij is the amount of pheromone on

edge ij updated by σ -1 ants in the order of their rankings;

1τ
µ
ij =

{
(σ − µ) ·

Q
Lµ

If elite ant µ pass edge ij

0 otherwise
(12)

1τ ∗ij =

{
σ ·

Q
L∗

If edge ij is part of the optimal path

0 otherwise
(13)

where, 1τµij is the additional amount of pheromone released
by elite ant µ on edge ij; Lµ is the length of the path covered
by elite ant µ; 1τ ∗ij is the additional amount of pheromone
released by elite ants on edge ij; σ is the total number of elite
ants; L∗ is the length of the optimal path.

C. FLACO FOR PATH PLANNING OF UNMANNED
VEHICLES
The FL and the improved ACO were combined for the path
planning of unmanned vehicles. Several time-varying factors
that are often ignored were taken into account, namely, traffic
flow and incident risk. The pseudocode of the FLACO is
given in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. The pseudocode of the FLACO.

As shown in Figure 5, the basic steps of the FLACO are as
follows:

Step 1. Initialization
The FLACO parameters were initialized, including the

number of ants, the evaporation coefficient and the mean
vehicle speed.

Step 2. Ant positioning
All the ants were placed at the origin. The ants are either

active or inactive. An active ant is not blocked at any node
before reaching the destination. In each iteration, every ant
could traverse all the nodes. Hence, an ant will be blocked at
a node if it has no chance to get closer to the destination and
no chance to move back.

Step 3. Probability construction
The probability for an active ant to choose an edge can be

computed by the cost function. For ant k, the probability to
move from node i to node j can be calculated by:

pkij =


ταij
∏

l∈parameters ξ
−α1
ijl∑

h/∈tabuk τih
∏

l∈parameters ξ
−α1
ihl

j /∈ tabuk ,

0 otherwise,

(14)

where, τij is the pheromone concentration on edge ij; α = 2
controls the importance of τij [12], [23], [24]; tabu is a list
of blocked edges (the visited nodes); parameters is the set
of key parameters that affect the vehicle motions in large
cities; l is the serial number of each parameter; αl adjusts the
importance of parameter l; 1≤ ξijl ≤10 is the cost function
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of parameter l. Here, the set of key parameters covers travel
distance, traffic flow and incident risk. Other parameters
could also be included, such as road width (number of lanes),
the number of traffic lights and road quality (e.g. medical and
entertainment facilities). The key parameters are introduced
below:

(1) Travel distance

ξijdistance = D(i, j, t) (15)

where, D(i, j, t) is the travel distance on edge ij at time t.
The value of this parameter varies with time, because a road
section could be bidirectional at a time and unidirectional at
another. If the travel distance is long, the total cost will be
pushed up, and the long path in (14) will be less likely to be
selected.

(2) Traffic flow

ξijtraffic = F(i, j, t) (16)

where, F(i, j, t) is the traffic low on edge ij at time t. This
parameter was selected in our path planning system to min-
imize air pollution, time waste and gas consumption. If the
traffic flow is high, the total cost will be pushed up, and the
pathwith heavy traffic in (14)will be less likely to be selected.

(3) Incident risk

ξijrisk = R(i, j, t) (17)

where, R(i, j, t) is the incident risk on edge ij at time t. This
parameter measures the risk of incidents on each edge based
on statistics. If the incident risk is high, the total cost will be
pushed up, and the highly risky path in (14) will be less likely
to be selected.

Step 4. Path selection
The parameter q, which is randomly distributed in [0, 1],

was compared with parameter 0≤ Q ≤1, which is usually
fixed at 0.9:

j =
{
arg max

(
pkih
)

q>Q,
roulette strategy

(
pkih
)
otherwise.

(18)

If q is greater than Q, each active ant will select the edge
with the highest probability; otherwise, each active ant will
select the next node by the roulette strategy.

Step 5. Tabu list update
The path (nodes) covered by ant k was added to the tabu

list, such that it will not be selected again. The probability of
the path will not be calculated any more.

If ant k has arrived at the destination or been blocked,
it will be removed from the list of active ants. In other words,
the ants that have arrived at the destination or been blocked
were disabled in the current iteration.

Step 6. Pheromone update
The pheromone was updated by two rules: the local update

rule and the global update rule. The former was adopted dur-
ing path planning, while the latter was employed after a path
had been planned. For ant k, the pheromone concentration on
edge ij can be updated by:

τ newij = τ
old
ij + (10×1τ ), (19)

where, 1τ is the additional amount of local pheromone out-
putted by the FL control system.

Considering the FL and Mamdani-type rule evaluation in
subsection 2.2, the FL control system for the FLACO was
constructed as shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6. FL control system of the FLACO.

The inputs of the FL control system include the travel
distance, traffic flow and incident risk of the path selected by
ant k. For each input, only two fuzzy subsets were defined:
low and high. The trapezoidal membership functions of the
three inputs are presented in Figures 7–9, respectively.

FIGURE 7. Membership function of travel distance.

Take travel distance for example. If the total travel distance
along the path selected by an ant is greater than 65% of the
maximum total travel distance selected by all ants in the same
iteration, the membership function will follow the high curve;
If the total travel distance along the path selected by an ant
is smaller than 35% of the maximum total travel distance
selected by all ants in the same iteration, the membership
function will follow the low curve. The same applies to the
membership functions of traffic flow and incident risk.
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FIGURE 8. Membership function of traffic flow.

FIGURE 9. Membership function of incident risk.

For the output of the FL control system, four fuzzy subsets
were designed for pheromone concentration (Figure 10): very
weak, weak, strong and very strong. Finally, the COAmethod
was adopted to identify a single output from the fuzzy subsets.

Multiple fuzzy rules were predefined in the FLACO sys-
tem. The user could load his/her desired fuzzy rules into the
FL control system. Table 1 lists the if-then rules for the three
parameters, which correspond to their importance. In our
case, the preferred importance for travel distance, traffic flow
and incident risk were high, low and low, respectively. As a
result, the workload of local pheromone update is minimized
on the path with high travel distance, low traffic flow and low
incident risk.

At the end of each iteration, the global pheromone was
updated:

τ newij = ρτ
old
ij , (20)

where 0< ρ <1 is the volatilization coefficient, which is
often set to 0.9.

FIGURE 10. Membership function of local pheromone update.

TABLE 1. The if-then rules for the three parameters.

Step 7. Optimal path selection
After m iterations, the FLACO system recommends the

O-D path with the lowest cost.

V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION
The clarity and readability of the road network are critical
to path planning. The information from the road network is
either dynamic or static. The dynamic information cannot be
digitized, and thus rarely considered in path evaluation, which
often relies on path length L.
This paper proposes a new concept called the virtual path

length. For an actual path with the length Lk , the virtual
path length L∗k integrates four dynamic parameters: travel
distance (D), traffic flow (F), incident risk (R) and speed
limit (S):

L∗k =
n∑

i=1,j=1

Dij[1+ Fij + Rij(1+ Sij)] (21)

To verify the proposed FLACO, two nodes in the road
networkwere abstracted as nodesA andB in Figure 11, where
white grids are road sections and black grids are obstacles.

Travel distance, traffic flow and speed limit are called state
parameters, because they reflect the state of each road section
in real time. Three cases were designed for verification:
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FIGURE 11. Optimal paths of contrastive algorithms.

three white grids (Case 1), two white grids (Case 2), and one
white grid (Case 3). The traffic flow is unknown in all three
cases. The speed limit (and the traffic flow) is high in Case 1,
low in Case 2 and ultra-low in Case 3; the incident risk is low
in Case 1, medium in Case 2 and high in Case 3.

The intervals and values of the state parameters are given
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

TABLE 2. Interval of each state parameter.

TABLE 3. State of each state parameter.

The FLACO, classic ACO and improved ACO were sep-
arately introduced to find the optimal path from A to B
in Figure 11, where the red dotted line (path 1) is outputted
by the classic ACO, the blue broken line (path 2) is outputted
by the improved ACO, and the black solid line (path 3) is
outputted by the FLACO. Table 4 shows the virtual path
lengths of each algorithm in the three cases.

As shown in Table 4, the length of virtual path decreased
with the traffic flow. In the actual path, no other factors
are considered, only the road distance is considered. The
virtual path takes travel distance (D), traffic flow (F), incident
risk (R) and speed limit (S) into consideration, so the virtual
path is closer to the real situation. Judging by the actual
path length, the improved ACO achieved the best result, fol-
lowed in turn by the FLACO and the classic ACO. However,
the actual path only works in static environments. Under the
dynamic environments, the virtual path 3 was much shorter
than virtual paths 1 and 2, especially in Case 3. The reason is
that the speed limit on this path is relaxed, for the risk on the
latter part of the path is lower than that on the initial part, and
the traffic flow is zero.

TABLE 4. Virtual path lengths under various algorithms and in different
situations.

VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the FL and the improved ACO, this paper puts
forward a route guidance system for unmanned vehicles.
Firstly, the elite strategy was introduced to prevent the classic
ACO from falling into the local optimum trap, creating the
elitist ant system. However, the elitist ant system might not
converge to the global optimal path, because of the small
difference between the candidate paths. To improve solution
accuracy, the elitist ant system was further improved into
the rank-based ant system. The improved ACO works well
in static environments, but cannot adapt well to dynamic
environments. Considering the difficulty in accurate digitiza-
tion of dynamic factors, the improved ACO was integrated
with the FL into the FLACO to find the optimal path for
unmanned vehicles. To verify its performance, the FLACO
was compared with the classic ACO and improved ACO
through a simulation on the topology of a road network. In the
simulation results, the actual path length of path 3 is not the
shortest, but among the virtual paths considering the dynamic
environment, the virtual length of path 3 is the shortest.
Especially in case3, the lowest of the three path length values
is 106. The comparison shows that the FLACO output a more
cost-effective path than the contrastive algorithms. The future
research will further optimize the FLACO (e.g. reducing the
computing time) and extend it to the path planning of a fleet
of unmanned vehicles.
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